
Beacon Media + Marketing Releases Guide on
How to Choose the Best Mental Health SEO
Keywords

RENO, NEVADA, UNITED STATES, May 4,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Beacon

Media + Marketing has released a

guide on choosing the best mental

health SEO keywords. Having effective

SEO keywords integrated into the

marketing strategy is crucial for better

brand awareness and client

conversions. 

Targeting the right keywords ensures

that more people find the mental

health practice and will find the

answers they are looking for. Ensuring

that the on-page and off-page SEO is

done correctly will allow more clientele leads. 

Choosing the right keywords involves many elements that require the right research. Beacon

Media + Marketing suggests that mental health professionals consider the following when

integrating their SEO keywords into their marketing strategy. 

1.	Use SEO tools to get numbered metrics like search volume and keyword difficulty. 

2.	Choose a topic with a general focus, then narrow it down from there. 

3.	Identify keywords that have high search volumes to receive significant traffic.

4.	Pick keywords that are specific and not too competitive to rank for. 

5.	Look at the SERP page and consider searcher intent when considering keywords.

When trying to find the right mental health SEO keywords, a few programs can help narrow the

search. Some popular SEO tools on the market include: 

•	SEMRush

•	Ahrefs

•	SpyFu

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.beaconmm.com/2022/04/21/a-guide-to-choosing-the-best-mental-health-seo-keywords-for-content-marketing-in-2022/
https://www.beaconmm.com/2022/04/21/a-guide-to-choosing-the-best-mental-health-seo-keywords-for-content-marketing-in-2022/


•	Ubersuggest

•	Google Search Console

•	Moz Pro

•	Majestic SEO Tools

Utilizing the tools can help you identify three main things: 

•	Search volume to know how many people are searching certain keywords

•	Search intent for what a person is most likely to search

•	Keyword competitiveness to see who else is using the keywords

Mental health professionals may find it difficult to create a comprehensive marketing strategy

that includes all the necessary SEO keywords to bring brand awareness and convert clients. If

someone is struggling with establishing an effective mental health digital marketing strategy,

they should consider outsourcing the work. 

Beacon Media + Marketing is an award-winning digital marketing agency with offices in

Anchorage, Alaska and Reno, Nevada. It helps businesses grow, scale, and thrive, and delivers

sustainable, measurable results for its clients across America. Beacon offers a full suite of digital

marketing services, including PPC advertising, social media posting, blogging, SEO, website

development, video, and more. Visit the Beacon Media + Marketing website to learn more.
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